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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（一）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 CADCB

6-10 DDBDC

11-15 DDBBB

16-20 BCCCB

21-25 BDCDC

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 ACDDB

6-10 BACCB

11-15 ADCCD

16-20 AABBD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 CDDBA

6-10 CBBAA

11-15 DADDB

16-20 DCDBC

SECTION B

21-25 CAFGE

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 亚太经贸合作组织

2. 麻省理工学院

3. 中国人民保险公司

4. 全国人民代表大会

5. 世界卫生组织

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. A person’s character doesn’t depend on how he or she enjoys victory, but rather he or she

endures defeat.

7. The year 2015 will witness the 750th anniversary of that prestigious British university.

8. Owing to their long-term separation from their parents, these children often lack the care

and affection they need.

9. Ecological conservation is vital for the well-being and future of mankind, and it brings

about historical opportunities for the development of the world.

10. We must act now to ensure that future generations can enjoy humanity's common cultural

heritage.

PartⅤWriting

How to Manage Money?

In recent years, how to manage money has been brought into focus and caused a heated

discussion. Undoubtedly, managing money is vital to university students. As university

students live in the ivory tower, they don’t have a regular job and the majority of them count

on the money given by their parents.

Then, as to money management, the methods could be briefly concluded as follows. In

the first place, people must learn to keep accounts and budget their money. According to a

recent survey conducted by Global Times, a high proportion of 80 percent university students

use different methods to keep accounts, and they always consume more rationally than others.

Moreover, taking a part-time job is helpful for students to manage money as well. Taking a

part-time job can not only help students multiply their earnings but also make them know the

difficulties of earning, which can in turn help them cultivate a positive way to deal with

money.

To conclude, learning to manage money is of great significance for all of us. When

applying the above methods, people will find themselves proficient and wise in managing

money and they will have a comfortable and cheerful campus life.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（二）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 BCACA

6-10 CBDCA

11-15 CCDBD

16-20 BDDCB

21-25 ADAAB

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 BDCCB

6-10 ADACB

11-15 DACBD

16-20 ACBCD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 CADBB

6-10 ABCDC

11-15 CADBC

16-20 BCBDA

SECTION B

21-25 BDAGE

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 艾滋病

2. 英国广播公司

3. 中央情报局

4. 首席执行官；执行总裁

5. 联邦调查局

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. Hunger and poverty have remained a “silent crisis”. They are like the “Achilles heel”

deeply troubling all human beings.

7. I’ve planted roses all over my garden. When in bloom, they look like a sea of red.

8. The project of school building safety will make the school a safe place for children, thus

setting parents’ minds at ease.

9. Happiness is not a luxury, but something all members of the human family should enjoy.

10. By 2030, the number of people over the age of 60 will have surpassed that of children for

the first time in history.

PartⅤWriting

Mass Media and the Intrusion of Privacy

In recent years, due to the growth of mass media and technological innovations, people

seem to have less and less privacy. The case is worse for famous people such as public

figures and celebrities. The mass media is frequently criticized for their excessive attention to

the personal lives of famous people.

As far as I am concerned, what the mass media does is nothing but an intrusion of

privacy. First of all, every citizen is entitled to a private life free from media intrusion, and

celebrities and public figures are no exception. If a person is engaged in corruption,

law-breaking, abuse of power or hypocrisy, the media has a right to uncover them, but not an

individual’s private life. Furthermore, an individual is protected by Right of Privacy from

emotional harm such as embarrassment and humiliation, especially publicly. For most of the

time, mass media deliberately hunts for novelty in order to draw the public’s attention.

Moreover, when the privacy of a celebrity is exposed, it is not just he or she who is harmed;

many other people are dragged in. A harmonious family can be destroyed. If children are

involved, the harm is immeasurable.

All in all, most of us need a basic human right to lead our lives without harassment or

hindrance from anyone else. It is not only immoral, but also illegal to intrude an individual’s

seclusion or solitude, physically or mentally.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（三）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 BABDA

6-10 BACCA

11-15 BCAAB

16-20 BDCBC

21-25 CDACD

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 DBACC

6-10 BDBCB

11-15 ACDBA

16-20 BBBDA

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 CBDDA

6-10 DACBA

11-15 ABDBC

16-20 BDBAC

SECTION B

21-25 FGCDA

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 全球移动通信系统

2. 国民生产总值

3. 国际货币基金组织

4. 信用证

5. 最有价值球员

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. But what has brought the town a measure of fame is that the residents have stepped up

where their government has failed.

7. He is serving without pay, as are the towns two other elected officials. They are also

forgoing the cars and phones that usually come with the job.

8. Even some money from the European Union that was supposed to be used for routine

operation and last until 2013 has already been spent.

9. It built a cultural center and invested in a small nursing home. But the projects were

plagued by delays and cost overruns.

10. And when someone is ill, volunteers have to step in or the gym--open four hours a

day--must closes.

PartⅤWriting

The Importance of Traditional Culture

With the rapid onset of globalization, there is a danger of standardization where you

would find businesses like Starbucks and McDonald’s everywhere replacing local companies

and customs. I believe that while people generally, and specifically young people, welcome

the new, there is great importance in preserving and promoting traditional culture.

First, traditional Chinese culture, such as martial arts, Peking opera, Chinese calligraphy

and tea culture, has long been the common heritage of the Chinese people and contributed

towards a sense of national unity and pride. With the entry of China into the WTO and its

emergence as a strong economic and trading force, there has been a growing worldwide

interest in China’s history and culture. To meet this need the government has set up over 100

Confucius Institutes abroad to showcase China’s cultural heritage. Second, the government

has recognized the importance of traditional Chinese festivals by shortening the May

holidays and reintroducing ancient festivals such as Tomb Sweeping Day, and Dragon Boat

Festival. These holidays help to remind people of a need to respect their ancestors and to

remember great heroes of the past.

In conclusion, the development of Confucius Institutes abroad and the promotion of

traditional Chinese festivals at home have emphasized the growing importance of traditional

Chinese culture and its relevance today.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（四）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 BDBBC

6-10 BACAA

11-15 BCBAA

16-20 DAACB

21-25 CAABB

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 CABDD

6-10 CADBC

11-15 BADCA

16-20 BDCBA

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 BADAC

6-10 CDBAB

11-15 ABCDB

16-20 DCBDA

SECTION B

21-25 FEGCD

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. （美国）国家宇航局

2. 中华人民共和国

3. 全国英语等级考试

4. 不明飞行物

5. 联合国教科文组织

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. Thus developing countries are attempting to cash in on this industry in an attempt to boost

foreign investment and financial reserves。

7. Humans can’t live in the forest because human beings aren’t animals. Unlike us, animals

can adapt themselves to the wild or any environment naturally.

8. This was to legitimize the government’s plan to remove tens of thousands of rural and hill

tribe people from protected areas.

9. But tourism investors and generous visitors are allowed to enter this area.

10. They believe that they can cooperate with the tourist industry to properly manage and

conserve “nature” under a national eco-tourism plan.

PartⅤWriting

Ways to make your life more meaningful

The famous saying “The greatest use of life is to spend it for something that will outlast

it” is rather thought-provoking, which tells us the real meaning of life. It is contemporary

social issue in China with common interests and permanent value.

In my view, there are good reasons to undertake meaningful things that exert positive

and profound influence on the society, such as protecting the environment, helping

vulnerable groups as well as promoting education.To illustrate, Abraham Lincoln never

wavered in his devotion to democracy and equality, whose life has become an inspiration in

the United States and throughout the whole world. His life, though limited, definitely lasts

longer, and is a life worth living. Likewise, a young person who aspires to be a great writer

might decide to buy some literary books or spend weekends writing and refining his works.

Without any aspiration, he might simply end up spending all his spare time surfing online or

playing Internet games.

In brief, a meaningful life serves to motivate and guide us in our daily lives. It provides

us with the focus and direction that enable us to work towards accomplishing a special goal,

objective or task.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（五）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 ADCBC

6-10 BCBBB

11-15 ADDCB

16-20 BBCDD

21-25 BAACC

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 DCABA

6-10 BDCAB

11-15 CBCDC

16-20 ADDBA

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 ADDCD

6-10 DACAB

11-15 ADADC

16-20 CADBD

SECTION B

21-25 BCEDA

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 自动柜员机

2. 中央处理器

3. 中国人民政治协商会议

4. 情商

5. 通用汽车公司

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. Inequality is dangerous, he argued, not merely because it doesn’t look good, but because

inequality itself destroys upward mobility.

7. Increasing inequality and decreasing mobility pose a fundamental threat to the American

Dream.

8. A number of prominent economists have also argued it’s harder for the poor to climb the

economic ladder today because the rungs in that ladder have grown farther apart.

9. If we care about upward mobility overall, we’re vastly exaggerating the dangers of the

rich-poor gap.

10. So what factors. at the community level, do predict if poor children will move up the

ladder as adults?

PartⅤWriting

On 2.5-Day weekends

2.5-day weekends in summer has aroused a debate among the public as it concerns

people’s family time and vacation plans. Many people believe that longer weekend will bring

us more time to relax and boost tourism industry. However, this plan is only applied in

summer and is not compulsory for all companies, so it has limited stimulation for tourism.

From my perspective, 2.5-day weekends should not be adopted in China.

First of all, even though the plan is partially designed to encourage “leisure time”,

people are not necessarily given more time to spend with their families, because they need to

make up the hours somewhere else during their week. So the plan does not make any sense if

workers need to wake up earlier and stay up late during the other four days. Secondly, it is

not worthwhile wasting a half day on Friday. If employees are allowed to take off at noon on

Friday, it means most workers will be in a state of weekend in the morning on Friday, which

may cause low efficiency in work. Meanwhile, companies will lose half-day productivity

which is a great loss for small and medium enterprises. So we can predict that most private

enterprises will not implement this non-compulsory policy.

All in all, 2.5-day weekends are neither necessary nor viable in China. So our weekend

should be two days again, same as they were ever.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（六）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 CBBAC

6-10 ACBDA

11-15 CADBB

16-20 DBDAD

21-25 DBABC

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 CABDB

6-10 DCBDC

11-15 AABDC

16-20 BAACD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 ADCBD

6-10 BADBC

11-15 ACDDC

16-20 CBABD

SECTION B

21-25 FCBDA

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 美国联合通讯社

2. 注册会计师

3. 中国中央电视台

4. 特快传递

5. 研究生入学考试

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. A year ago, the world’s governments agreed on an ambitious sustainable development

agenda for the next 15 years.

7. People want food and shelter; education and health care and more job opportunities.

8. Realizing a better tomorrow will require integrated responses to interconnected challenges.

9. Goal 16 addresses democracy directly: it calls for inclusive societies and accountable

institutions.

10. Human development is more likely to take hold if people are given a real say in their own

governance, and a chance to share in the fruits of progress.

PartⅤWriting

On Pressure

In the modern social economy and the rapid development of science and technology, we

have encountered a lot of pressure, pressure, employment pressure, as well as work pressure,

etc.. How are these pressures formed? Now we’re going to focus on learning pressure.

The examination has brought heavy pressure to the students’ learning. There are many

students worry about their examination is not good, excessive tension, resulting in student

understanding and emotional distress, including anxiety, tension, sadness, tired, depressed,

irritable, attention is not focused, and loss of memory, on the other hand, learning pressure

over the general assembly, guided by the students interest in learning, learning persistence

and perseverance, choice of decisiveness, the work of faith, and ability to endure setbacks

will decrease. In addition, study pressure is too large, but also lead to some adverse

physiological reactions, for example, eye fatigue, decreased visual acuity, headache, tinnitus,

gastrointestinal bad, muscle pain, and insomnia.

Then we should be how to quickly and effectively alleviate the pressure of study? My

view is: for their own learning plan, have a clear schedule, each time point what should be

planned to have spare time to rest, and exercise time. Ensure every day to allow the brain to

relax, to make yourself less pressure.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（七）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 CCBDB

6-10 ADAAA

11-15 DACAA

16-20 ADACA

21-25 BCCCA

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 BCABC

6-10 CABDB

11-15 ADACD

16-20 CBABD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 ABBAD

6-10 BACAC

11-15 BBADA

16-20 ACBDD

SECTION B

21-25 FGBCE

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 首席运行官

2. 智商

3. 国际奥林匹克委员会

4. 工商管理硕士

5. 经济合作与发展组织

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. Enterpreneurs hope the high-tech bike-sharing boom will make them rich while

simultaneously transforming China’s traffic-clogged cities.

7. In the southern Chinese city of Shenzhen, more than 500 bicycles for hire have been found

dumped in huge piles on the streets, according to reports.

8. Users can rent bikes with a smartphone app and then park them wherever they choose.

9. The sharing economy is taking of in China, where ride-sharing and apartment-sharing are

becoming more and more common.

10. In order to win customers, bike-renting companies have been locked in fierce

competitions.

PartⅤWriting

CanWealth Bring Happiness?

Wealth and happiness always have countless ties. On the one hand, wealth can satisfy

our material desires and therefore sometimes meet our spiritual needs. On the other hand,

wealth can also bury our heads in the sand and bring misfortune to us at times. It’s really hard

to answer the age-old question “Can wealth bring happiness?”

In my point of view, I don’t agree that wealth can bring happiness. I conceive of the two

as not absolutely related. Happiness is not something that can be measured by wealth, but by

the state of mind. For one thing, we all know that the world’s wealth has soared during the

twentieth century, and economists expect it to continue rising in the decades ahead. Does that

mean that we humans are happier than our ancestors? I’m afraid the answer must be “no” or

“it depends”.Whether we are happy or not is determined by our state of mind. Wealth can buy

us some material things but cannot free us from sadness or worries. For another, wealth can

not bring happiness, neither can poverty. It’s a mistake to assume that wealth will affect

everyone in the same way. Being rich or poor, people make choices about how they treat

wealth, and those choices can boost happiness or undermine happiness.

All in all, the amount of wealth doesn’t represent the degree of happiness. Happiness

can’t be weighed by wealth. It has no absolute relation to wealth, but as a kind of feeling in

our hearts it only rests with our own mind.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（八）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary

1-5 CBCAD

6-10 DBBCD

11-15 CCBAD

16-20 DDBAB

21-25 DCABC

PartⅡ Cloze

1-5 BDDBA

6-10 BABCA

11-15 BCDAB

16-20 DBABC

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA

1-5 ADBDD

6-10 CAADB

11-15 DCABD

16-20 BDCBA

SECTION B

21-15 GBCAE

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 中国共产党

2. 液晶显示器

3. 篮球联盟

4. 掌上游戏机

5. 北大西洋公约组织

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. It has become a new fad nowadays to post photos of our own on social networks.

7. It is estimated that the Antarctic icebergs have the world’s largest fresh water reserves.

8. Let the world be filled with love, since love enables it to go around and makes it better.

9. Technology not only facilitates trade, but also enhances people’s ability to make a living

and manage their finances.

10. Debate is the platform where ideas are exchanged, so it is of great importance to clarify

one’s opinions.

PartⅤWriting

Ali-pay Payment

Nowadays, Ali-pay payment has become a common phenomenon in our daily life. Some

university students did a market survey about using Ali-pay. According to the survey about

Ali-pay, we found that over 95 percent of people in big cities use Ali-pay when they have to

pay their bills.

In their survey, we found there are a number of reasons for it. First of all, it is

convenient to pay the bills with Ali-pay, because most shops in China are in support of

Ali-pay payment. All payers need to do is to scan the payment code and then enter the

password. Payers can also open the payment code and let payees scan it. It’s that simple!

What’s more, it is safer to pay with Ali-pay than cash. And no one else can get the money

from you without the password. Last but not the least, paying with Ali-pay can get a certain

privilege or discount in service.

Therefore, Ali-pay payment, especially among the youth, becomes fashionable in recent

years. As far as I’m concerned, Ali-pay payment has brought many benefits and conveniences

to people. With the rapidly development of science and technology, Ali-pay payment will

become much safer and easier to use. Therefore, it can be concluded that more and more

people will pay with Ali-pay in the near future.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（九）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary
1-5 DAABB

6-10 ADBCD

11-15 CABDA

16-20 BBAAC

21-25 BBDAC

PartⅡ Cloze
1-5 ACDCB

6-10 CDABD

11-15 CDBBA

16-20 ABCAD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA
1-5 ACBDA

6-10 CAACC

11-15 BCDAD

16-20 ADDBB

SECTION B

21-25 EAGBF

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 中国工商银行

2. 贵宾

3. 石油输出国家组织

4. 联合国儿童基金会

5. 文字处理系统

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. High vacancy rates can be a sign of healthy economy, as a country grows, it will have

more jobs to offer.

7. Optimism leads to one’s success. Nothing can be done without hope and confidence.

8. The abolition of China’s one-child policy is intended to balance its population make-up

and address the challenge of an aging society.

9. Some inventors use technology to help people work more efficiently or to stay connected

with friends and family in different parts of the world.

10. Digital currency costs less in circulation than traditional paper currency, facilitates trade,

and increase transparency.

PartⅤWriting
Will Tourism Bring Harm to the Environment

Tourism is a booming industry in China. With many travellers flocking to different

destinations around China, tourism is becoming one of the most viable business market.

However, air travel, car travel and other aspects of tourism are adding to China’s pollution

crisis that is becoming a big problem. As far as I am concerned, tourism will bring harm to

the environment.

For one thing, thousands of people visiting one area can cause pollution. With so many

visitors crowding into one place, there is an increasing demand for different means of

transportation including cars, buses, etc. , which will emit more waste gases. Since exhaust

released by automobiles is one of the main reasons causing air pollution, the booming

tourism will surely result in more pollution. For another, many people who visit an area are

sometimes careless in their actions. They leave food, paper, and bottles behind. They harm

plants, animals or objects important to a local culture because those on holiday often do not

understand the damage they many cause.

Polluted environment is really a pressing problem nowadays. Tourism is one of the main

reasons that cause pollution. Therefore, some actions need to be taken to curb the

development of tourism. For example, environmental levies should be placed on services and

goods that visitors buy such as hotel rooms. Voluntary schemes should be encouraged.

Driving should be discouraged through parking charges.
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2020年精通模拟冲刺卷（十）

PartⅠ Grammar & Vocabulary
1-5 ADCBA

6-10 DABDA

11-15 CBDBD

16-20 ACBDB

21-25 DADAC

PartⅡ Cloze
1-5 CDAAC

6-10 ADCBD

11-15 ACBDB

16-20 CBDAD

PartⅢ Reading Comprehension

SECTIONA
1-5 DCACA

6-10 DBBAC

11-15 BCADA

16-20 BBDDB

SECTION B

21-25 DEAGC

PartⅣ Translation (30)

Section A Lexical Translation.

1. 新常态

2. 一带一路

3. 风险投资

4. 二氧化碳

5. 居民消费价格指数

Section B Sentence Translation.

6. Little grass has an invisible life-force. So long as there is life, the force will show itself.

7. They judge a nation using factors ranging from job satisfaction to economic progress, to

people’s health, wealth and education standards, along with climate, war and political

stability.

8. A growing body of research reveals that physical activity has a powerful impact on our

mental health.

9. Focusing on details has advantages, but it can also make you miss more important things.

10. At one point he had seemed a likely candidate to become Prime Minister.

PartⅤWriting
The Importance of Keeping a Good Mood

People in modern society live under a lot of pressures from many aspects such as

education, career or family. It is importance to keep a good mood in your daily life. In the

following context I am going to justify my point from two aspects.

First, individually speaking, to keep a good mood makes everything easier to you. Just

like the grease smoothing a machine, keeping a good mood optimizes your life. If you are

very happy, work would not seem to be that hard. You may learn to enjoy the process. Second,

for the sake of people around you, you should keep a good mood. If you are very cheerful

everyday, you are apt to throw your positive influence upon others who are also faced with

various pressures. Just like a shinning sun, keeping a good mood enables you to radiate your

happiness to everyone around you and then they respond to you with an enlightening smile.

To keep a good mood helps to start a positive recycle around you which may free you

from your pressure. Why not meet your life with a smile?
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